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The multipath TCP (MPTCP) enables multihomed mobile devices to realize multipath parallel transmission, which greatly
improves the transmission performance of the mobile communication network. With the rapid development of all kinds of
emerging technologies, network attacks have shown a trend of development with many types and rapid updates. Among them,
low-rate distributed denial of service (LDDoS) attacks are considered to be one of the most threatening issues in the field of
network security. In view of the current research status, by using the network simulation software NS2, this paper first compares
and analyzes the throughput and delay performance of the MPTCP transmission system under LDDoS attacks and, further,
conducts simulation experiments and analysis on the queue occupancy rate of the LDDoS attack flow to extract the basic attack
characteristics of the LDDoS attacks. The experimental results show that the LDDoS attacks will have a major destructive effect
on the throughput performance and delay performance of the MPTCP transmission system, resulting in a decrease in the
robustness of the transmission system. By analyzing and comparing the occupancy rate of the LDDoS attack flow in the MPTCP
transmission system, it can be concluded that (1) the occupancy rate of the LDDoS scattered pulse traffic sent by each puppet
machine changes slightly, and (2) the occupancy rate of LDDoS attack data flow is much greater than that of ordinary TCP data
flow.

1. Introduction

With the continuous innovation and development of the new
generation of Internet technology, a variety of wireless net-
work technologies have been deployed and applied on a large
scale. In order to improve the transmission performance of
the mobile communication network and provide better net-
work services, more and more mobile devices have a variety
of different standards of the network interface. Multihomed
mobile devices can use multipath transmission technology
in the transmission system to realize multipath parallel trans-
mission, so as to achieve effective use of bandwidth resources,
increase transmission rate, and balance network load [1]. In
recent years, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
has proposed several transmission protocols to support mul-
tihomed connections. Among them, the multipath TCP
(MPTCP) is one of the most representative achievements in
the research of current multipath transmission technology

[2]. As a transport layer protocol supporting multipath data
transmission, MPTCP retains the stability and reliability of
the traditional TCP. It can maintain backward compatibility
with existing Internet devices and greatly improve the trans-
mission quality of the transmission system [3, 4]. Therefore,
MPTCP has become a hot issue studied by many academic
workers and has broad application prospects in the develop-
ment of the Internet in the future.

Although the MPTCP transmission system can improve
system performance by implementing multipath data parallel
transmission, with the increasing number of network attacks,
the MPTCP transmission system will reduce the robustness
of the system and the quality of user experience due to delib-
erate network attacks. For the MPTCP transmission system,
it can distribute data through multiple paths in a single con-
nection [5]. This transmission mechanism also brings certain
security issues while alleviating the problem of bandwidth
resource tension. When one of the transmission paths suffers
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a network attack, the degradation of the path’s transmission
performance will have a negative impact on the robustness
and antidestroying ability of the entire transmission system
[6]. Therefore, it is extremely important to study the security
of the multipath transmission system based on MPTCP.

With the rapid development of the Internet, various
types of network attacks are increasing day by day, and
network security issues have penetrated into all aspects
of our social life. A large number of experimental studies
have shown that among the numerous network attacks,
low-rate distributed denial of service (LDDoS) has become
one of the most threatening problems in the field of net-
work security [7]. The LDDoS attack uses the timeout
retransmission mechanism of the TCP to periodically send
short pulse attacks to the attack target through multiple
puppet machines, causing the transmission system to con-
tinue to be in a timeout retransmission state [8]. So the
transmission system cannot respond to normal requests
from legitimate users, thus achieving the purpose of the
attack [9]. One of the biggest characteristics of LDDoS
attacks is that the attacker only needs to use fewer attack
data packets to cause large-scale and long-term network
paralysis, which greatly reduces the throughput of the
attacked object. In the MPTCP multipath transmission
system, LDDoS attacks are easier to evade detections
because of their low transmission rate and strong conceal-
ment [10, 11]. Thus, the robustness of the system reduces
and the transmission performance of the transmission sys-
tem is seriously affected. Therefore, studying the attack
characteristics and detection methods of LDDoS attacks
in the MPTCP transmission system will become a hot
topic in the future.

The current academic research is mainly aimed at the
transmission system based on the TCP to extract the attack
flow characteristics, thereby improving the ability to detect
and defend against LDDoS attacks. In view of the current
research status, the paper mainly studies the attack character-
istics of LDDoS attack flow in the transmission system based
on MPTCP and improves the detection and defense capabil-
ities of the transmission system based on MPTCP to LDDoS
attack. Through the NS2 (Network Simulator version 2) net-
work simulation software [12], in the transmission network
based on MPTCP, we study the changes in the throughput
and delay performance of the transmission system under
LDDoS attacks, compare the share of normal data flow or
attack data flow sent by different edge nodes in the transmis-
sion link under LDDoS attacks, and observe and analyze the
basic characteristics of LDDoS attack flow in the MPTCP
transmission network. The research results of this paper are
at the basic stage of feature mining of LDDos attacks, enrich-
ing the related research on MPTCP robustness and LDDoS
attacks, and providing ideas for the research of LDDoS detec-
tion and defense methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The second
part introduces the research results in related fields of LDDoS
detection and defense. The third part mainly introduces the
simulation experiment design and the analysis of the experi-
mental results and draws the experimental conclusions. The
last part is the summary and outlook.

2. Related Work

In recent years, various network attacks have shown a signif-
icant growth trend due to the development of emerging
information technologies such as the Internet of Things,
especially LDDoS attacks [13]. The average rate of LDDoS
attack data flow is low and very similar to normal traffic,
which can be completely hidden in normal background traf-
fic and is not easily noticed. Because LDDoS attacks are more
efficient and more harmful, it is difficult to be discovered by
traditional DDoS/LDDoS attack defense systems, resulting
in a rapid decline in network quality [14]. Currently, many
networks do not have effective mechanisms to deal with
threats from LDDoS attacks. LDDoS presents a typical and
extremely destructive threat to the network environment.
How to accurately detect LDDoS attack flow has become a
research hotspot in the field of network security at home
and abroad.

Due to the distributed nature of LDDoS and the
methods used by attackers to forge, randomly change
the source IP address of the message, and randomly
change the content of the attack message, it is difficult
to extract the attack characteristics and the location of
the attack source. The existing detection and defense
methods use abnormal characteristics of the network
and traffic to perform detection and defense indirectly.
In the existing research literature, there are many filtering
methods and metrics for LDDoS attacks. Simsek et al.
[15] proposed an ipdv-based LDDoS filtering method
using average Internet protocol packet delay variation
(mipdv). Cheng et al. [16] proposed an abnormal net-
work traffic feature sequence prediction method to detect
DDoS attacks in a big data environment. Sahoo et al.
[17] proposed a general entropy- (GE-) based metric to
detect low-rate DDoS attacks on the control layer. Behal
and Kumar [18] are based on information theory’s gen-
eral entropy (GE) and general information distance
(GID) indicators to detect DDoS attacks. Yue et al. [19]
proposed a feedback control model to describe the pro-
cess of congestion control and combined the congestion
window and queue behavior for analysis. They designed
a two-dimensional queue distribution model consisting
of an instantaneous queue and an average queue to
extract attack characteristics.

Recently, in order to improve detection accuracy,
many scholars merge multiple characteristics of network
traffic to perform detection. Liu et al. [20] used the fea-
tures extracted from the network traffic and proposed a
new detection method based on multifeature fusion to
solve this problem. The attack feature set containing the
acknowledgment character (ACK) sequence number,
packet size, and queue length can be used to detect
LDDoS attack flow. Experiments have proved that the
detection rate of the multifeature fusion algorithm is
higher than that of the single-feature detection method
and other algorithms. In addition, more and more
researchers apply machine learning methods to detect
complex LDDoS attacks and improve the efficiency and
robustness of intrusion detection systems. Wu et al. [21]
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proposed a multifeature DDoS attack detection method based
on a factorization machine (FM) machine learning algorithm
to improve the detection accuracy of low-rate DDoS attacks
on the SDN data layer. Tang et al. [22] proposed an LDDoS
attack detection method based on multiple characteristics of
network traffic. This method uses the Adaboost classification
algorithm in the machine learning field to effectively identify
LDDoS attack flow. Tang et al. [23] proposed an LDDoS
attack detection method based on multifeature fusion and
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) by calculating various
network features and fusing them into feature maps. Siracu-
sano et al. [24] proposed an LDDoS attack detection method
based onmalicious TCP flow characteristics. The authors con-
ducted experiments using six supervised AI algorithms to clas-
sify attacks from legitimate streams, proving the potential of
AI in LDDoS detection. Liu et al. [25] researched and devel-
oped a new semisupervised locally sensitive incremental con-
duction support vector machine (LS-ITSVM) method, which
can identify abnormal network traffic such as LDDoS, and
has high detection accuracy. Zhang et al. [26] proposed a
detection algorithm combining power spectral density (PSD)
entropy function and support vector machine, which can
detect LDDoS traffic from normal traffic. In order tominimize
the computational cost and find only the most relevant pat-
terns for detection, machine learningmodels based on support
vector machines are used to learn traffic patterns and select
appropriate features for detection algorithms.

By tracking the detection and defense research of
LDDoS in recent years, we find that in the network based
on the TCP protocol, the detection and defense methods
of LDDoS have achieved some results. However, more
and more networks now use advanced MPTCP technol-
ogy, and multihomed mobile devices can increase their
throughput by distributing application data on multiple
paths at the same time. At the same time, attacks on
MPTCP networks have also increased. When a MPTCP
connection is attacked by a network and becomes a poorly
performing path or a broken path, it may seriously affect
other stable paths, and without a relevant solution,
MPTCP will undoubtedly suffer severe performance degra-
dation. Cao et al. [27] proposed an LDDoS attack energy-
saving MPTCP solution called MPTCP-La/E-2, aiming to
avoid cloud multipath performance degradation transmis-
sion caused by LDDoS, which is rarely considered in exist-
ing MPTCP solutions. Therefore, in MPTCP-based
network, the related researches of LDDoS attack are still
in the primary stage, and the basic work of its feature
mining still needs to be explored in depth.

Based on the current research results obtained by aca-
demic workers, in this paper, we analyze and compare the
MPTCP transmission system’s throughput performance
and delay performance when subjected to LDDoS attacks.
At the same time, through simulation experiments and anal-
ysis of the queue occupancy rate of the LDDoS attack flow,
we extract attack characteristics of LDDoS attacks. This
paper enriches the related research on MPTCP robustness
and LDDoS attacks and provides research methods for the
detection and defense of LDDoS attacks in multipath trans-
mission systems.

3. Experimental Design and Analysis

3.1. Experimental Design. In order to study the performance
of MPTCP under LDDoS attack, and to extract the attack
characteristics of LDDoS attack in the multipath transmis-
sion system based on MPTCP, this experimental study uses
a network simulation software NS2 which is widely used in
the academic circles to carry out network simulation experi-
ment. We design a “symmetric” network simulation topology
on the network simulation platform, which is also widely
used in real life [28], as shown in Figure 1. For example,
two MPTCP-based mobile devices in the same area use the
same router to communicate with the corresponding server
at the same time. When the router is subjected to certain
types of attacks, both communication paths will be affected
to varying degrees.

In this information transmission network, two senders
(Sender 1, Sender 2) adopt the MPTCP protocol and send
TCP data streams. The two data streams converge on the bot-
tleneck router R0 through link A and link B. After being for-
warded, they are received by the data receivers (Receiver 1,
Receiver 2) accordingly. The bandwidth between the two
senders and the router R0 and the two receivers and the
router R1 is set to 2Mb, and the transmission delay time is
set to 25ms. The bottleneck bandwidth of the link between
R0 and R1 is set to 4Mb, and the transmission delay time is
set to 25ms. All links use the Drop-Tail algorithm [29]. In
addition, in order to simulate the LDDoS attack effect, R0 is
connected to four edge nodes that send UDP attack flow,
and R1 is connected to four edge nodes that receive UDP
attack flow. The bandwidth between each edge node and its
connected router is set to 1Mb, and the transmission delay
time is set to 25ms.

In order to achieve the better attack effect, LDDoS attacks
use the more commonly used CBR/UDP data stream with a
fixed transmission rate, that is, all attackers will send
CBR/UDP data packets [27]. We set the size of the data
packet to 1444 and the transmission rate to 1Mbps. In addi-
tion, LDDoS attacks have three basic attack characteristics,
which can be expressed by the following expressions,

LDDoS P,D, Rð Þ = LDDoS 100ms, 100ms, 1Mbpsð Þ: ð1Þ

The specific description is that the attack period of the
LDDoS attack is set to 100ms, the attack duration is 100
ms, and the attack rate is 1Mbps. The attack flow starts to
be sent at 1.0 s, and the total simulation time is 60 s.

We can achieve effective attacks by reasonably setting
and adjusting the parameter values of P, D, and R. An effec-
tive and successful LDDoS attack can force the normal data
flow to enter the slow start phase. At this time, the value of
the congestion window (cwnd) is reduced to the size of 1 data
packet. As the sent message segments are continuously con-
firmed, cwnd becomes exponential grade growth [13]. When
cwnd exceeds the value of the slow start threshold (ssthresh)
state variable, the slow start phase ends and the congestion
avoidance phase is entered. In the congestion avoidance
phase, the value of the cwnd slowly increases according to a
linear law, and the value of cwnd increases by 1 every time
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a round-trip time RTT passes. When the data packet is lost
due to network congestion timeout, the transmission system
enters the fast retransmission phase, then enters the fast
recovery phase, updates the value of ssthresh to half of cwnd,
and updates the value of the cwnd to 1, which is the initial
congestion window size, and then start to execute the conges-
tion avoidance algorithm [30].

After the above parameter settings, we can get the best
LDDoS attack flow in this experiment. Figure 2 shows the
changes in the cwnd of the network transmission system after
being attacked by LDDoS. After suffering the LDDoS attack,
the network begins to appear congested, and the value of the
cwnd dropped sharply. With the enhancement of the attack
effect, after 20 s, the size of the cwnd remains at about 1, caus-
ing the MPTCP sender to be in a timeout retransmission
state and unable to exit, resulting in the best attack effect.

3.2. Experimental Analysis

3.2.1. Performance Analysis. The experiment part mainly
compares the transmission ability of the transmission system
based on MPTCP to transmit packets under normal condi-
tions and LDDoS attack. The experiment mainly analyzes
and compares two performance evaluation indicators,
throughput performance and end-to-end delay time
performance.

The throughput is the amount of data successfully trans-
mitted in a network unit time, which can be calculated by the
following equation:

throughput = packet sum × 8/106
interval : ð2Þ

Here, the interval is set to 0.1 s, which means that we cal-
culate the throughput of the transmission system every 0.1 s.
The packet_sum is the size of the data packet successfully
received within the interval. The throughput unit is set to

Mbps. The end-to-end delay time refers to the time required
for a message or packet to be transmitted from one end of the
network to the other end [31]. In the entire transmission sys-
tem, each data packet has a unique packet id. We need to
identify the send time and receive time of the data packet with
the same packet id. The calculation equation is

delay = receive time − send time: ð3Þ

(1) Throughput Performance Comparison. In order to observe
the impact of the LDDoS attack on the MPTCP transmission
system more intuitively, we evaluated the throughput perfor-
mance of the transmission system, respectively, from the
sender to the receiver of the entire transmission system
throughput performance, Sender 1 for sending the path A
throughput performance and Sender 2 for sending the path
B throughput performance.

Figure 3 shows the throughput of the transmission sys-
tem when it has not suffered the LDDoS attack. It can be
seen from the figure that when the transmission system is
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Figure 2: The congestion window size of the transmission system
with the LDDoS attack.
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not attacked by LDDoS, the TCP data flow sent by the
sender can be transmitted normally. The throughput grad-
ually increases from 0. This is because every time a TCP
data packet is successfully sent, the cwnd value will con-
tinue to increase, and the throughput will increase until
the maximum bandwidth capacity is reached. The
throughput change trends of path A and path B are
roughly the same. The throughput of the entire transmis-
sion system is the sum of the throughput of path A and
path B. The simulation result is also consistent with the
actual situation.

Figures 4–6, respectively, show the throughput of the
entire transmission system, path A, and path B when sub-
jected to the LDDoS attack. It can be seen from the fig-
ures that the throughput of the entire transmission
system, path A, and path B has significantly decreased
compared with not suffering from the LDDoS attack, espe-
cially after about 5 s, the throughput gradually approaches
0 until equal to 0. In addition, the throughput change
trends of path A and path B are inconsistent. The
throughput of path B becomes 0 after about 5 s, indicating
that path B has been completely occupied by the attack
flow packets, resulting in the failure to send TCP data
packets. Although the throughput of path A gradually
becomes 0 after about 5 s, it will fluctuate to a certain

extent within about 20 s to 25 s. This shows that the trans-
mission performance of path A is better than that of path
B after being attacked by the LDDoS. The change in
throughput of the entire transmission system is basically
the same as that of path A after about 5 s, which confirms
the operating mechanism of the MPTCP protocol. When
the network’s own link fails randomly or is attacked by
external network attacks, the MPTCP protocol stipulates
that the path with better transmission performance should
be selected for transmission when sending data packets,
which can effectively avoid causing the network conges-
tion and affect the transmission performance of the trans-
mission system [32]. At the same time, this also reflects
the design principle of the MPTCP protocol congestion
avoidance algorithm, whose throughput must reach the
throughput of the best-performing path among all the
paths of the transmission system [33].

Through the comparison of the above simulation
experiment results, we can clearly see that the LDDoS
attack will have a great impact on the throughput perfor-
mance of the MPTCP transmission system. With the
extension of the attack time, the throughput of the normal
data flow will gradually drop to 0 and will be maintained.
That is to say, the transmission path is completely occu-
pied by the attack flow data packets, resulting in the
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Figure 3: The throughput performance of the transmission system without LDDoS attacks.
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failure to send TCP data packets normally, which seriously
affects the robustness of the transmission system.

(2) End-to-End Delay Performance Comparison. In order to
further study the impact of LDDoS attacks on the
MPTCP-based transmission system, based on the above
comparison and analysis of the throughput performance,
we analyze the delay performance of the transmission
system, including the delay performance of the entire
transmission system from the sender to the receiver, the
delay performance of path A, and the delay performance
of path B.

Figure 7 shows the change trend of the delay performance
of the transmission system when it is not attacked by
LDDoS. We can see from the figure that the delay perfor-
mance change of the entire transmission system is basi-
cally the same as the delay performance change of path
A and path B. The range of change and the trend of
change basically coincide, except for the initial small fluc-
tuations. In addition, after about 1 s, the delay will remain
stable at about 0.09 s.

Figure 8 shows the change trend graph of the delay
performance of the transmission system when it is sub-
jected to the LDDoS attack. We can see from the figure
that both the path A and path B have a large delay varia-
tion. It is worth noting that the delay variation curve of
path A disappears after about 24.6 s, and the delay varia-
tion curve of path B disappears after about 4.2 s, which
indicates that there is no normal TCP data flow on path
A after about 24.6 s, and there is no normal TCP data flow
on path B after about 4.2 s, indicating that the two paths
have been completely occupied by the LDDoS attack flow,
which is consistent with the throughput performance of
the transmission system. In addition, we can also see from
the figure that the delay curve of the entire transmission
system is roughly the same as the delay curve of the path
A. This feature is in line with the MPTCP protocol con-
gestion control design principle. When the transmission
system is congested, the path with the best transmission
performance should be selected for data flow transmission
to ensure the transmission performance of the transmis-
sion system as much as possible.

Through the analysis of the above simulation experiment
results, we can conclude that the average delay of the entire
transmission system when subjected to the LDDoS attack is
approximately 0.15 s, which is about 0.06 s higher than the
average delay when not subjected to the LDDoS attack. In
addition, when subjected to LDDoS attacks, the transmission
time of the TCP data flow is greatly shortened, which seri-
ously affects the normal transmission of data and the normal
use of the transmission system.

This part of the experiment mainly compares the
throughput performance and delay performance of the
MPTCP-based multipath transmission system under the
two conditions of LDDoS attacks and no LDDoS attacks.
From it, we can clearly see that the LDDoS attack has
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Figure 5: The throughput performance of Path A with LDDoS
attacks.
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an extremely serious destructive impact on the multipath
transmission system. In the transmission network based
on MPTCP, LDDoS attacks make the transmission system

lose its ability to respond to normal user requests, and the
TCP data flow cannot be transmitted normally, and the
throughput approaches 0 or even disappears, which leads
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Figure 7: The end-to-end delay performance of the transmission system without LDDoS attacks.
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to the decline of the robustness of the multipath transmis-
sion system and fails to meet the user’s demands for data
transmission performance and quality of service [34].
Therefore, studying and realizing the feature extraction of
the LDDoS attack flow in multipath transmission systems
has become particularly urgent and important. At the
same time, it also provides necessary prerequisites for the
detection and defense of LDDoS attacks.

3.2.2. Feature Extraction Analysis. In order to study the
behavioral characteristics of LDDoS attacks in the multi-
path transmission system based on the MPTCP protocol,
we conduct a further specific analysis on this multipath
transmission system. In this experimental part, we attack
the multipath transmission system according to the opti-
mal attack parameters set in the previous experiment
design, that is, the attack period of the LDDoS attack is
100ms, the attack duration is 100ms, and the attack rate
is 1Mbps. We study the changes in the queue occupancy
of the normal data flow and the attack flow during the
attack process. So the feature extraction of LDDoS attack
flow in a multipath transmission system is realized, which
lays an important foundation for the detection and defense
of the LDDoS attack.

In order to facilitate the understanding of the experimen-
tal data, we simplified the network topology, as shown in
Figure 9. As set up in the previous experimental design part,
the network topology includes two MPTCP source ends
(nodes 1, 3) sending FTP/TCP data streams and four LDDoS
source ends (nodes 10, 11, 12, 13) sending CBR/UDP data
streams. A total of six data streams are converged to the bot-
tleneck route R0 (node 8), and data is forwarded via this.
During the simulation running time of this transmission sys-
tem, we record the queue occupancy rate of the data flow
every 5 s from 0 s, that is, the proportion of the data flow suc-
cessfully sent by this node in the total data flow successfully
sent by the six source nodes in this period [35], the calcula-
tion equation is

occupancy rate = throughput node k½ �
∑ithroughput node i½ �

× 100%, ð4Þ

where throughput node½k� is the throughput of the sender
labeled k, and the value of i is the node label of all senders.
Then, we draw the simulation results of the operation into
a data flow statistical table and, then, carry out a comparative
analysis of the occupancy rate changes.

Table 1 is a data flow statistics table drawn from the
simulation results. The statistics table shows the statistics
of the queue occupancy rates of two normal data streams
and four attack data streams. As shown in the following
table, the row headings in the table indicate the data flow
of the corresponding node number in the network topol-
ogy; the column headings indicate the change of the data
flow queue occupancy rate recorded every 5 s statistical
time window; each value represents the specific value of
the queue occupancy rate recorded by the data flow in a
time interval of 5 s.

By carefully observing the data flow statistics table, we
can summarize the following three points from it. First, the
occupancy rate between the two normal TCP data streams
is not much different. When the LDDoS attack occurs, the
occupancy rate drops significantly. In the first two statistical
time windows, the occupancy rate of data flow No. 1 is
reduced from 11.03% to 0.24%, and the share of data flow
No. 3 is reduced from 10.94% to 0.12%, a decrease of
10.79% and 10.82%, respectively. At the same time, these data
also show that the transmission performance of data flow
No. 1 is slightly better than that of data flow No. 3, which
confirms the experimental conclusions drawn in the previ-
ous comparison experimental part in the delay perfor-
mance comparison. When the transmission system
suffers the LDDoS attack, although the occupancy rate of
data flow No. 1 increases slightly within the operating
time interval of 20 s to 25 s, the overall occupancy rate of
TCP data flow is still close to 0. Eventually, it becomes 0
directly. Second, the occupancy rates of the four UDP
attack data streams are not much different, and most of
the time, they will even be completely equal. In the first
two time intervals, as the share of the TCP data flow
decreases, the share of the UDP data flow increases to a
certain extent, but compared with the decline of normal
data streams, the share of attack data streams increases.
The magnitude is relatively small, about a 5% increase.
On the whole, the share of attack data streams is basically
stable. Third, by simply summing the occupancy rates of
the normal data flow and the attack data flow, we can find
that the occupancy rate of the attack flow is much larger
than that of the normal data flow, and the difference
between the two gradually increases until the percentage
difference is 1.

Through the above specific analysis of the data flow sta-
tistics table, we can get two attack characteristics of the
LDDoS attack in the multipath transmission system based
on the MPTCP protocol. First, the occupancy rate of the
LDDoS scattered pulse traffic sent by each puppet machine
changes slightly. Second, the occupancy rate of the LDDoS
attack data flow in the multipath transmission system based
on the MPTCP protocol is far greater than the occupancy
rate of the normal TCP data flow.

Attack flow
MPTCP flow

8

10 11 12 13

9

1

3

Figure 9: A simplified version of the network topology.
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4. Conclusion and Outlook

This paper uses network simulation software NS2 to compare
and analyze the throughput performance and delay perfor-
mance of MPTCP mobile communication networks under
LDDoS attack and introduces the impact of the LDDoS
attack on MPTCP mobile communication networks. At the
same time, through the simulation experiment and analysis
of the queue occupancy rate of the LDDoS attack flow, the
attack characteristics of the LDDoS attack are extracted.
The experimental results show that in the transmission sys-
tem based on the MPTCP protocol, the best LDDoS attack
will have a significant impact on the throughput performance
and delay performance of the transmission system. Com-
pared with the non-LDDoS attack, the throughput drops
sharply or even becomes 0, and the delay increases and is
unstable, resulting in the decline of the robustness of the
transmission system. By analyzing and comparing the occu-
pancy rate of the LDDoS attack flow in theMPTCP transmis-
sion system, we can conclude that in the multipath
transmission system based on theMPTCP, (1) the occupancy
rate of the LDDoS scattered pulse traffic sent by each puppet
machine changes slightly; (2) the occupancy rate of LDDoS
attack data flow is much greater than that of TCP normal
data flow.

By analyzing the queue occupancy rate of the attack data
flow, this paper summarizes the two basic characteristics of
LDDoS attacks in MPTCP transmission systems, provides
research methods for the detection and defense of LDDoS
attacks in multipath transmission systems, and enriches the
research on the robustness of MPTCP and LDDoS attacks.
However, the research results of this paper are in the initial
stage of LDDoS attack feature extraction, and the accuracy
rate analysis of the experimental results has not been carried
out. In the future research work, we will further improve the
feature extraction method, combining machine learning [36]
and Convolutional Neural Networks and other related
methods to extract the features of LDDoS attacks more accu-
rately, and then use these attack features to detect and defend
against LDDoS attacks, and improve the transmission perfor-
mance and service quality of the MPTCP transmission
system.
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